Drag is a force that opposes motion due to an object's shape, material, and speed. This project defined what drag force is, derived the governing equation for drag and listed some applications of drag forces. Derivation of the drag equation was achieved using the Buckingham π theorem, a dimensional analysis tool. Lastly, this project explored the problem of how long and how far a dragster takes to stop once its parachute is deployed.
A 600-kg dragster is traveling with a velocity of 125 m/s when the engine is shut off and the braking parachute is deployed. If air resistance imposed on the dragster due to the parachute is given by the function where is in m/s, determine the time required for the dragster to come to rest.
Also find the distance traveled in that time period. 
MOTIVATION
Drag is a fundamental force that affects all objects that encounter some sort of motion; whether it is primary motion or external motion. To realize how drag affects objects is useful to science because drag forces affect a majority of objects we use on a daily basis. The force applied to a hand held outside a speeding car is a simplistic example of drag. Deriving a relationship between these five variables might take numerous hours and a lot of experimental data. Instead, all five quantities can be expressed in the fundamental dimensions of mass ( ), length ( ), and time ( ) and Buckingham's π Theorem can be used to balance the dimensions properly (Buckingham, 1914) . See Table 2 in Appendix A for unit conversions.
BUCKINGHAM'S THEOREM
Buckingham's Theorem says two things (Singer et. al., 1998): 1. If an equation is dimensionally homogeneous it can be reduced to a relationship among a complete set of dimensionless products.
2. The number of independent dimensionless products required to express a relationship between the variables in any phenomenon is equal to the number of derived variables involved , minus the number of dimensions , or primary variables, in which these quantities may be measured, i.e. the number of terms is .
Step 1: Assume for some function . Note that the five quantities , , , , and may be expressed in three fundamental dimensions , , and . Buckingham's theorem says that the drag force can be expressed in terms of dimensionless quantities, i.e. for dimensionless and .
Step 2: From Table 1 in the Appendix note that,
Step 3: Select primary repeating variables, such that all fundamental dimensions are represented. Choose for instance.
Step 4: Let the dimensionless quantities equal the product of powers of the reoccurring quantities from
Step 3 and the non-reoccurring quantities. This means
Step 5: For and to be dimensionless,
Step 6: Solve the two systems of equations in
Step 5:
and so , , , and . So the equations in Step 4 become
Step Consider the question asked in the problem statement:
"A dragster is traveling with a velocity of when the engine is shut off and the braking parachute is deployed. If air resistance imposed on the dragster due to the parachute is given by the function , where is in determine the time required for the dragster to come to rest. Also find the distance traveled in that time period."
Let's rephrase the question to :
"Assume the parachute of the dragster opens at time at position with velocity and coasts to rest at time at position when velocity because of a drag force .
Find and ."
First, it is beneficial to draw a free body diagram describing the forces acting on the object (see Figure 2 ). Notice that the drag force is acting against the cars motion. Since the drag force is given, we will not have to use the drag force equation previously derived.
To solve this, first consider Newton's second law of motion:
which yields an expression for the acceleration of the dragster in terms of its velocity. Noting that acceleration is the derivative of velocity with respect to time, we may use integration and the chain rule to find the time at (see Appendix B, Section A for details):
The velocity is when the dragster comes to rest, so
To find the distance traveled in those seconds, simply express in terms of and integrate, i.e.
(See Appendix B, Section B and C for further details).
DISCUSSION
This project yielded several results. Drag forces have many applications such as fuel efficiency in production vehicles, aviation, degradation of bridge pilings, and parachutes.
Buckingham's Theorem showed that the equation governing drag forces is dependent on the viscosity and velocity of the passing air and the shape and area of the material factor.
In the dragster problem, after the parachute opened it took seconds for the car to come to a complete stop. 
